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Innovative New Print-Online Magazine Profiles Top Santa Clarita Valley Business Owners

‘Wealth | Wisdom | Wellness’ Magazine: Collective Wisdom on Family Wealth and Health For Upscale and Aspiring SCV Residents

SANTA CLARITA, Calif. – Wealth | Wisdom | Wellness, a quarterly magazine featuring collective wisdom on family wealth and health for families in the Santa Clarita Valley, has just published its second 2018 edition with exclusive showcase interviews of top local business owners.

With a July 11 street date, this edition presents in-depth showcase interviews with Dr. Sepi Fatahi, D.M.D, owner of Baywood Dental Group; Myles McNamara, owner of Comfort Keepers In-Home Care; and Marguerite Berg, MEd., MPsy., CPC, Life Coach and owner of My Shoes My Journey.

The 32-page issue also showcases Nola Aronson, Advanced Audiology founder and noted SCV philanthropist; Jorge Perazzo, top Valencia Certified Public Accountant and licensed pilot; and Doug Green, co-founder/co-owner of family-owned Newhall fixture Douglas Furniture.

Additional stories include insightful tips on wealth, wisdom and wellness from Amy Smith, the Investor’s Business Daily seer and author; Dr. Craig J. Helm, Helm Vision Group eye health expert; LaRue Palmer, founder of the Dietbetic Healing program; and Teri Hughes Fox of the nonprofit Sebastian Velona Foundation.
“We found each of them to be truly inspiring professionals dedicated to perfecting their business and bringing satisfaction to their customers,” said Wealth | Wisdom | Wellness Publisher Chet Thompson, CEO of CT3 Media Inc., based in Los Angeles and Valencia.

“In our showcase interviews, we learn their personal passions and interests, which are just as inspirational when it comes to balancing family and business,” Thompson said. “We hope our readers enjoy reading their stories and find inspiration that will help them on their own paths to wealth, wisdom and wellness.”

Along with the showcase interviews, Wealth | Wisdom | Wellness examines issues that affect everyone in the Santa Clarita Valley.

The new issue’s lead story, “Newhall Ranch: Tip of the Iceberg,” is the second in a series of in-depth articles about Southern California’s regional housing crunch and its effect on the SCV.

The first article, in the 2018 Q1 edition of Wealth | Wisdom | Wellness, focused on the massive, controversial Newhall Ranch development west of Interstate 5 off Highway 126.

The second installment takes a wider view of Newhall Ranch and SCV development, with snapshots of more than half a dozen other major projects in progress or proposed in and around the city of Santa Clarita.

Illustrating the story are exclusive aerial photos of Skyline Ranch, Vista Canyon Ranch, the Whittaker-Bermite “donut hole” in the center of the city and more.

The Newhall Ranch series is written by award-winning SCV journalist and Wealth | Wisdom | Wellness Editor Stephen K. Peeples, who also wrote the latest issue’s showcase interviews with Dr. Fatahi, McNamara and Berg, and wrote or co-wrote the rest of the features.

The magazine’s layout was designed by longtime Pasadena Magazine publisher Ben Lizardi.

Wealth | Wisdom | Wellness is distributed to the highest-income and highest-spending households in Valencia and the Santa Clarita Valley.
View the complete Second Quarter 2018 issue and the first three issues of Wealth | Wisdom | Wellness magazine at WealthWisdomWellness.us.

To be featured in 3W, business owners must be selected by the CT3Media staff.

For more information on this selection process, contact Peeples at Stephen@CT3media.com or email inquiries to info@ct3media.com.
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